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One of the most important contributions to studies of medieval music 
in recent years was made by Ernest Sanders as editor of volume two of 
English Music for Mass and Offices (volume XVII in the series Polyphonic 
Music of the Fourteenth Century).1 Sanders was particularly responsible 
for the editions of a large proportion of the surviving repertoire of poly-
phonic cantilenas, a major genre in terms of numbers of pieces and 
inherent musical value that heretofore has received little attention in the 
musicological literature, aside from Sanders's own contributions.2 
The cantilena holds a place in the fourteeth-century English polyphonic 
repertoire roughly equivalent to that of the votive antiphon in the fifteenth 
century, though it is a much less familiar and less widely traveled genre. 
Stylistically, cantilenas form a complex category of works, but one that 
has nonetheless a clearly defined core. The archetypal cantilena is a 
three-voice piece freely composed in three or four large sections, setting 
regularly versified, double-versicle texts of uniform stanzaic structure in a 
1 Editions de L'Oiseau-Lyre has published four volumes of English music in its series 
Polyphonic Music of the Fourteenth Century (hereinafter "PMFC"). They are as follows: 
English Music of the Thirteenth and Early Fourteenth Centuries, ed. Ernest H. Sanders, PMFC 
XIV (Paris and Monaco: Editions de L'Oiseau-Lyre, 1979); Motets of English Provenance, ed. 
Frank Ll. Harrison, PMFC XV (Paris and Monaco: Editions de L'Oiseau-Lyre, 1980); 
English Music for Mass and Offices, 2 vols., ed. Frank Ll. Harrison, Ernest H. Sanders, and 
Peter M. Lefferts, PMFC XVI-XVII (Paris and Monaco: Editions de L'Oiseau-Lyre, 1983-
86). Harrison was overall volume editor for PMFC XVI, as Sanders was for PMFC XVII. 
2 No substantial part of the cantilena repertoire had been edited before publication 
of PMFC XVII. Even here, its cantilenas represent just over half the number extant up to 
the time of the Old Hall manuscript, though nearly all the complete pieces and major 
fragments have been included. For a current accounting of this repertoire of around 
eighty-five items, see Appendix LA. The first fifty-one items of PMFC XVII consist of seven 
antiphons, two troped-chant settings (nos. 13-14) and forty-two cantilenas. These totals 
result from a generous attitude toward labeling items as cantilenas, for reasons to be 
developed below, and thus count only nos. 3 and 7-12 as antiphons. One additional 
fourteenth-century cantilena copied among the Worcester fragments, Grata iuvencula, has 
also been edited in the PMFC series by Sanders (PMFC XIV, app. 13). The major study of 
the repertoire is Sanders, "Cantilena and Discant in 14th-Century England," Musica 
disciplina 19 (1965): 7-52. See also Sanders, "Die Rolle der englischen Mehrstimmigkeit 
des Mittelalters in der Entwicklung von Cantus-Firmus-Satz und Tonalitatsstruktur," Archiv 
fur Musikwissenschaft 24 (1967): 24-53; and Sanders, "Cantilena," New Grove Dictionary of 
Music and Musicians (1980) 3:729-31. 
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syllabic, homorhythmic manner. The cantilena, furthermore, is notated 
in score in a system of three staves of five lines each. The text served all 
parts but was written out only once, under the bottom staff, and each 
section was intended to be sung twice to accommodate its two textual 
strophes. Hence such a piece has the appearance of a short polyphonic 
sequence. The cantilena repertoire is tuneful and symmetrical in phrase 
constr-Hction, treble-dominated, and saturated with a counterpoint of par-
allel imperfect consonances. In the words of Ernest Sanders, "As regards 
sense of tonal direction, structural clarity, chordal richness and musical 
lyricism, these songs are unmatched by any other medieval repertoire."3 
This paper will enquire into the possible functions of this category-in 
particular, as sequence, offertory, or antiphon-and, as a consequence, 
will have something to say about the utility of retaining the name cantilena 
as a generic label. 
The overwhelming majority of cantilena texts are devoted to the Blessed 
Virgin Mary.4 Though no direct source evidence tells us precisely how 
they were used, a compelling circumstantial case can be made that their 
primary function was as votive Marian sequences or sequence-substitutes, 
as "cantus in loco sequencie." This case has never been fully reviewed, 
though its major elements have long been understood, and valuable con-
tributions to the issue have been provided recently by Frank Ll. Harrison 
and Ernest Sanders in their introductions to PMFC XVI and XVII, re-
spectively.5 In his classic Music in Medieval Britain, Harrison had addressed 
the question of the function of the cantilena only briefly. Writing from 
his perspective as editor of the antiphon repertoire from the late fifteenth-
century Eton Choirbook, and essentially looking backward to the earlier 
3 Ernest H. Sanders, "England: From the Beginnings to c.1540," in Music of the Middle 
Ages and Renaissance, ed. Frederick W. Sternfeld (New York: Praeger, 1973), 283; see also 
Sanders, "Cantilena," 730. 
4 The few exceptions (five or six non-Marian works in the repertoire of Appendix 
LA) include pieces for St. Margaret (Virgo vemans velud rosa); for Jesus (Hic quomodo 
seduxerat, Frangens evanuit, and Jhesu Christe rex celorum); for Christmas-therefore possibly 
appropriate for either Jesus or Mary (Christi messis); and for either Edward III or Edward 
the Confessor (Regem regum collaudemus). Another addresses Mary, asking her intercession 
on behalf of King Edward III (Singularis laudis digna). 
5 The introduction to PMFC XVI was first drafted when the contents of the present 
XVI and XVII were still conceived as a single book; hence, one finds Harrison's focus in 
his introduction on a category that does not appear in his volume. I have been further 
propelled to this topic by a pair of recent articles of direct relevance: David Hiley, "The 
Rhymed Sequence in England-A Preliminary Survey," in Musicologie Medievale: Notations 
et Sequences. Actes de la Table Ronde du G.N.R.S a l'Institute de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes, 
6-7 septembre 1982, ed. Michel Huglo (Paris: Editions Champion, 1987), 227-46; and 
Alejandro Enrique Plan chart, "What's in a Name? Reflections on Some Works of Guillaume 
Du Fay," Early Music 16 (1988): 165-75. 
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pieces, he posited, "Liturgically, these [cantilenas] may still be conductus, 
or more likely cantici to be sung at the Lady-Mass in place of the sequence, 
rather than votive antiphons in the later sense."6 In PMFC XVI he mar-
shalled important evidence from liturgical sources to document the per-
missibility of substitutions for the sequence, especially in the Use of 
Salisbury.7 Sanders, in discussing cantilena function in PMFC XVII (and 
elsewhere), also grants it a primary role as sequence-substitute, though 
he takes pains to clarify the circumstantial nature of the evidence by 
stressing that "no fourteenth-century writer is known specifically to cor-
roborate this assumption" and that "no specific or general references to 
such items in liturgical books have been reported."8 
If cantilenas were used in the mass as sequence-substitutes, why were 
their texts so Marian-dominated? Why don't we find similar compositions 
for any number of other important saints? In response, I would say that 
from the widest perspective, the cultivation of the polyphonic cantilena 
after ca.1300 and its role as sequence-substitute must be seen within the 
context of the dramatically increased veneration of Mary in England in 
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, a new devotional fervor that has 
left us interrelated evidence from architecture, liturgy, and music. The 
musical evidence, testimony to the increasing ostentation and frequency 
with which services for Mary were performed, includes a wide range of 
new compositions: monophonic chants-especially mass ordinary tropes 
and rhymed sequences-and polyphonic settings of a large number of 
ritual and paraliturgical texts-especially sequences, motets, Alleluias, 
conductus and conductus-rondellus, settings of troped and untroped mass 
ordinaries, cantilenas, and antiphons. Viewed chronologically, the four-
teenth-century cantilena appears to be the functional and stylistic successor 
to the distinctive English repertoire of three-voice conductus and 
conductus-rondellus of the thirteenth century9, which in turn is the func-
tional successor to a repertoire of two-voice discant settings of sequences 
of the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. 10 It is already evident by 
6 Frank Ll. Harrison, Music in Medieval Britain, 2nd ed. (London: Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1963; repr., Buren: Fritz Knuf, 1980), 296. Harrison is using cantici here in a very 
neutral sense, terminologically equivalent simply to "Latin songs." 
7 Harrison, PMFC XVI:x. 
8 Sanders, PMFC XVII:ix-x. 
9 This repertoire was edited in large part by Sanders for PMFC XIV, nos. 21-43 and 
app. 2-12; see also "Three-Part Conductus in Related Sources," part 9 of Notre Dame and 
Related Conductus: Opera Omnia, ed. Gordon A. Anderson (Henryville, Penn.: Institute of 
Mediaeval Music, 1986). 
10 There is an integral collection of fourteen such polyphonic Marian sequences in Wj 
(Wolfenbiittel, Herzog-August-Bibliothek, 628 Helmstadiensis), and there are fragments 
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the second quarter of the thirteenth century that the demand for Marian 
pieces was outstripping the supply of sequences in the most modern style 
of versification, prompting a spate of new composition. l1 
Where within the liturgy was this new demand for sequences generated? 
To find an answer, we must look to the four primary facets of the liturgy 
for Mary: the observance of her major feasts and their octaves; the cel-
ebration of her weekly Commemoration on Saturday; the celebration of a 
daily Lady mass in her chapel; and the nightly observance of a memorial 
to the BVM after Compline, the Salve service. 12 Full justice could not be 
done to these services in less than a (much needed) book-length study 
sensitive to the diversity, chronology and geographical diffusion of liturgi-
cal practice across England's two provinces and twenty-one dioceses, five 
or six major "uses," and great monastic houses. 13 But for our purposes a 
very general synopsis, with primary recourse to the Use of Salisbury, can 
make the necessary points. 
Taking up the first facet of the Marian liturgy, it is reasonable to ask if 
the demand for sequences could have been stimulated simply by the 
growing number of Marian feasts. I think not, because each of her four 
major feasts-Purification, Annunciation, Assumption, and Nativity, and 
the octaves of the latter two-had its own sequence by long custom. The 
few additional Marian feasts either lately elevated in rank (e.g., her Con-
ception, which came to have a liturgy independent of that for her Nativity) 
or newly adopted in the later Middle Ages (e.g., her Visitation on July 2, 
Compassion or Lamentation around Easter, and Presentation or Oblacio 
on November 21) were likewise supplied with their own newly written 
of other collections in such English sources as Dorchester, County Record Office, Netherby 
fragment and Worcester, Cathedral Library, Additional 68, frag. xxx. The WI sequences are 
edited in Bryan Gillingham, The Polyphonic Sequences in Codex WoifenbUttel 677 (Henryville, 
Penn.: Institute of Mediaeval Music, 1982). Some of the scattered examples are collected 
and edited by Gillingham in Medieval Polyphonic Sequences: An Anthology (Ottawa: Institute of 
Mediaeval Music, 1985); and by Sanders in PMFC XIV, nos. 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, and app. 1. 
See also Ian Bent, "A New Polyphonic 'Verbum bonum et soave,'" Music and Letters 51 
(1970): 227-41; and David Hiley, "Further Observations on WI: The Ordinary of Mass 
Chants and the Sequences," Journal of the Plainsong and Medieval Music Society 4 (1981): 67-
80. 
11 See Hiley, "W( The Ordinary of Mass Chants and the Sequences," 79 n. 20. 
12 Many of these official, communal services may have been established or under-
written by private endowments, especially to pay for the presence of polyphonists. In a 
separate category from these four major types of Marian observance were those privately 
endowed Marian services, in particular the chantry mass, which at their inception were 
rituals celebrated for the welfare of an individual, and which may have been attended 
only by the celebrants. 
13 See the caveats in Richard W. Pfaff, New Liturgical Feasts in Later Medieval England 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), 1-12, esp. p. 7. 
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sequences, so that they similarly created no demand for ad libitum items.14 
With respect to Marian feasts, a more pertinent practice may have 
been the provision of a series of sequences for daily mass in choir during 
the octaves of her Assumption and Nativity, paralleling a practice first 
found in the liturgy for the weekdays following Easter and Pentecost. In 
the Use of Salisbury, the sequences employed after both Marian feasts, as 
recorded in service books at the Assumption, were standardized as a 
series of six: Post partum (feria ii), Ave Maria (feria iii), Letabundus (feria iv), 
Hac clara die (feria v), Ave mundi spes Maria (feria vi), and Hodierne lux diei 
(Sabbato). On a Sunday during the octave the sequence for the feast was 
repeated. 
There is much variety to be found in this practice. The Use of Hereford, 
for instance, employed a different set of sequences during the octave of 
the Assumption: Ave mundi spes Maria (feria ii), Ave Maria gratia plena 
(feria iii), Mittit ad virginem (feria iv), Hodierne lux diei (feria v), Summe regis 
in honore (feria vi), and Benedicta es celarum regina (Sabbato). And during the 
octave of the Nativity, Hereford employed still another: Jesse vir gam 
humidavit (feria ii), Alma dei genitrix (feria iii), Missus Gamel de celis (feria 
iv), Gaude dei genitrix (feria v), Summe regis in honore (feria vi), and Benedicta 
es celorum regina (Sabbato). The extension of this practice to other Marian 
feasts is testified to in the Use of Salisbury, for instance, by its later 
specification for the Visitation. 15 It is easy to imagine how these standard 
series could have been subject to local variation, both in the introduction 
of different sequences and in the introduction of polyphony. The general 
picture, however, is one of specificity, with limited scope for innovation. 
14 There is, in any event, only scattered evidence for the observance of the latter three 
new feasts in English religious houses before their general adoption in the later fifteenth 
century, too late to account for the growth of the votive sequence and cantilena reper-
toires; see Pfaff, New Liturgical Feasts, 40-61 and 97-115. Therefore, at least from the per-
spective of England, I would have to disagree with the festal emphasis in Alejandro 
Enrique Planchart's opinion that "the Marian sequences that often appear in the sources 
grouped in large appendices of ad libitum sequences devoid of liturgical or calendric 
designation ... [were], no doubt, a consequence of the great increase in the institution of 
special Marian feasts during the 14th and 15th centuries" ("What's in a Name?" 171 and 
175n.55). 
15 For the Use of Hereford, see Missale ad usum percelebris ecclesiae Herfordensis, ed. Wil-
liam G. Henderson ([Leeds], 1874; repr., Farnborough: Gregg, 1969),304-10 and 320-
22. In respect to the Sarum Visitation: "Per totas octavas dicantur Sequentiae sicut infra 
octavas Assumptionis" (Francis H. Dickinson, ed., Missale ad usum insignis et praeclare ecclesiae 
Sarum [Miss. Sar.) [Oxford and London:]. Parker, 1861-83], col. 796). Other non-Marian 
feasts also might be so honored. Barking Abbey, for example, provided for a weekly series 
of sequences for Epiphany, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost, Corpus Christi, and the Dedica-
tion of the Church. For both the Assumption and Nativity of the BVM, the Barking 
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Regarding the second facet of the Marian liturgy, we may ask if de-
mand for sequences could have been generated by the weekly Com-
memoration on Saturday. Within the western church, Saturday was Mary's 
special day: "dies sabbati magis quam alia dies beate Marie appropriatur. "16 
This was a custom established by Alcuin im his early ninth-century cycle of 
votive masses, where Mary was allotted the Saturday position.1 7 In the 
later Middle Ages in England, the Commemoration was celebrated in 
choir with a seroicium plenum that included not only a mass but also full 
hours of the Virgin, replacing the ferial Saturday magna missa; it was 
transposed to another weekday if in conflict with a significant feast. 
The high mass of Commemoration was always sung with a sequence. 
In the Use of Salisbury, a series of three were sung per ordinem through 
Advent (Missus Gabriel de celis, Mittit ad virginem, Verbum bonum et suave), and 
a series of six-identical to the set sung daily during the octave of her 
greatest feasts as given above-was sung per ordinem throughout the re-
mainder of the year. Different uses employed different commemorative 
series, as for example in a gradual reflecting fifteenth-century secular 
York use, Oxford, Bodleian Library, Lat. liturg. b.5, which calls for a 
slightly more ample set of commemorative sequences similar but not 
identical to that of Sarum: Mittit ad virginem, Missus Gabriel, and Verbum 
bonum in Advent; Post partum and Alma dei genitrix from Christmas to Puri-
fication; Stabat iuxta christi crucem, Virgini Marie laudes, and Laudes Christo 
decantemus in Paschal time; and six sequences-Ave Maria, Ave mundi spes, 
Hac clara die, Hodierne lux diei, Benedicta es celorum, and Gaude dei genitri:xJ-for 
the long season round to Advent. 
The weekly Commemoration also held the potential for direct local 
expansion beyond Sarum norms for the sake of variety. In a noted Sarum 
missal of the second quarter of the thirteenth century that eventually 
reached Exeter, Manchester,john Rylands Library, Latin 24 [Rylands], the 
rubric heading up a major series of votive Marian sequences reads, "In 
commemoratione beate marie," and Hiley suggests that the Marian po-
ordinal indicates that sequences are to be sung but leaves the choice to the cantrix 
(presentrix), potentially providing an opening for newer pieces. See John B. L. Tolhurst, 
ed., The Ordinale and Customary of the Benedictine Nuns of Barking Abbey (University College, 
Oxford, MS. 169),2 vols., Henry Bradshaw Society 65,66 (London: Henry Bradshaw Society, 
1927-28), esp. 2:281. 
16 Miss. Sar., col. 760*-61 *, where the topic of the special importance of Saturday to 
Mary is developed at length. 
17 See Jean Deshusses, Le Sacramentaire gnigorien, 3 vols. (Fribourg: Editions universitaires, 
1979-82), 1:63-70 and 3:75-78; the author there announced a study in preparation "sur 
Ie samedi marial" (3:76). 
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lyphony of the eleventh fascicle of Wi> including fourteen sequences, may 
have been designed for weekly Saturday mass. IS 
Though the Commemoration surely played a role, it was in all prob-
ability for Lady mass, the third facet of the Marian liturgy, that most of 
the largest collections of votive Marian sequences were assembled. Begin-
ning in the mid-twelfth century, an ever-increasing number of ecclesiasti-
cal institutions, both secular and monastic, and whether dedicated to 
Mary or not, celebrated a daily votive mass to the Virgin (Lady mass), 
most often as a morning mass around the time of Prime. This observance 
was bound up with the parallel history of a most distinctive formal feature 
of English Gothic church architecture, the Lady Chapel itself. This chapel 
was usually located in a rectangular hall annexed to the east end of the 
choir or retrochoir in churches laid out like Salisbury, or in the place of 
honor immediately beneath the east window in churches with an aisled-
rectangle plan. Provision of a Lady Chapel was a central objective of the 
campaigns of choir remodeling and eastern extension that altered the 
floorplans of most English cathedrals and abbey churches during the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. In the words of E. S. Prior, "The 
importance given to the chapel of Our Lady is the ritual development 
that stamps [English] thirteenth century cathedrals,"19 and Francis Bond 
has commented on the constant tendency to enlarge the Lady Chapel, 
where "the services of the Blessed Virgin continually increased in 
splendour, especially after polyphonic music supplanted plainsong; and 
as they were attended by the whole body of monks or canons, as much 
room was wanted in the Lady Chapel as in the choir."20 
Lady mass, the most important liturgical event held in the Lady chapel, 
was a daily observance throughout the year. On Saturday there was there-
fore both a Lady mass in chapel and a Marian Commemoration with 
mass in choir. The liturgy of the Lady mass is most accessible in three 
18 Hiley, "WI: The Ordinary of the Mass and the Sequences," 69. 
19 Edward S. Prior, The Cathedral Builders in England (London: Seeley & Co., 1905), 52; 
quoted in George H. Cook, The English Cathedral through the Centuries (London: Phoenix 
House, 1957),87. 
20 Francis Bond, An Introduction to English Church Architecture, 2 vols. (London: H. 
Milford, 1913), 1:72. I do not want to suggest by this choice of quotation that I believe the 
shift from plainsong to polyphony was itself a driving force in the building of Lady 
Chapels, although this is clearly one of Bond's implications; rather, in quoting such early 
modern architectural historians as Prior and Bond, I wish to draw attention to the long-
standing appreciation in their field of the phenomenon of the Lady Chapel, and the 
question of function that immediately follows. For a recent summary of the types of 
eastern extension and a tabulation of the major works, see John H. Harvey, Cathedrals of 
England and Wales, 2nd ed. (New York: Hastings House, 1974), 74 and 248. 
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highly developed and especially well-documented traditions: those of the 
secular cathedrals at Salisbury (dedicated to Mary)21 and Exeter (dedi-
cated to Peter) ,22 and the Benedictine abbey of St. Mary's, York.23 The most 
fully elaborated is that of the Use of Salisbury, whose series for mass 
ordinaries, Alleluias, and sequences is given in table 1.24 
In the Use of Salisbury an Alleluia and sequence were always said at 
daily Lady mass, even throughout the whole of Lent. The standard Sarum 
rota of Alleluias and sequences corresponds to the series for weekly Com-
memoration. It adds to those familiar six cited above a seventh for Sunday, 
Ave preclara maris stella, taken from the octave of the Assumption. But the 
license to substitute, not granted the hebdomadal Commemoration, is 
allowed the quotidian Lady mass: "Sequentia dicitur per ordinem una de 
21 Detailed instructions regarding the daily Lady mass and weekly Commemoration in 
the Use of Salisbury are found in Miss. Sar., cols. 759*-81 *; for Lady mass, see also Francis 
Procter and Christopher Wordsworth, Breviarium ad usum insignis ecclesiae Sarum [Brev. Sar.], 
3 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1879-86),2: cols. 514-21. 
22 John N. Dalton, ed., Ordinale Exon, 4 vols., Henry Bradshaw Society 37, 38, 63, 79 
(London: Henry Bradshaw Society, 1909-40), editing Bishop John Grandisson's ordinal 
of 1337. For Lady mass rubrics, see 2:465 and 2:472-75. On the Marian Commemoration, 
see 1:338-43, 1:367-68, and 2:464-65. 
23 Laurentia McLachlan and John B. L. Tolhurst, eds., The Ordinal and Customary of the 
Abbey of Saint Mary York, 3 vols., Henry Bradshaw Society 73, 75, 84 (London: Henry 
Bradshaw Society, 1936, 1937, 1951), editing Cambridge, St. John's College, MS D.27 
(Csjc D.27), which was probably written during the rule of Abbot Thomas Pygot (1398-
1405), according to the editors (l:vii). On the "missa familiaris sive de Domina," see 1:56-
58. On the Marian Commemoration, see 1:162-63. 
24 Rubrics specifying the series of ordinaries for Lady mass in table 1 are found in the 
Kyriales of London, British Library, Additional 17001 (an early fifteenth-century Sarum 
gradual for Gloucester) and the Gradual ad consuetudinem Sarum (London, 1507) printed 
by William Bretton. This is information not found in more familiar and readily accessible 
sources, such as Miss. Sar.; John Wickam Legg, ed., The Sarum Missal Edited from Three Early 
Manuscripts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1916); Walter H. Frere, ed., Graduale Sarisburiense 
(London: The Plainsong and Medieval Music Society, 1891-94); or Nicholas Sandon, The 
Use of Salisbury: The Ordinary of the Mass (Newton Abbot: Antico Edition, 1984). The order 
of Alleluias and sequences in table 1 is taken from Miss. Sar. (see note 25 below). Other 
evidence of weekly cycles for Lady mass includes the series of seven each of troped Kyries, 
troped Sanctus, and troped Agnus for Mary in the Kyriale of Paris, Bibliotheque de 
I'Arsenal, 135 [ArsA]; the seven Marian troped Kyries in the eleventh fascicle of Wi; the 
eight Marian Alleluias in the LoHa index (London, British Library, Harley 978, fols. 161v-
162, nos. 2.30-2.37); the Kyrie squares of London, British Library, Lansdowne 462, fols. 
151v-152r, with their designations running from "dominica" to "sabbato" (though not in 
calendrical order in the manuscript); a series of seven Alleluias in the Pepys manuscript 
(Cambridge, Magdalen College, Pepys 1236, nos. 28-34) nearly identical in content, though 
not in order, to the Sarum rota of table 1; and, of course, the later cycle of seven 
polyphonic Lady Masses by Nicholas Ludford (d. 1540), which follows exactly the weekly 
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Table 1 
Lady Mass in the Use of Salisbury 
Daily Cursus of the Ordinary of Mass, Alleluia, and Sequence 
throughout the Year 
Kyrie (sine versibus) Gloria Sanctus 
Rex splendens (Sar 5) Sar 5 Sar 1 
Fons bonitatis (Sar 3) 
Rex genitor (Sar 2) 
o rex clemens (Sar 10) Sar 1 Sar 2 
Conditor kyrie (Sar 8) Sar 2 Sar 5 
Cunctipotens (Sar 7) Sar 6 Sar 4 
Orbis factor (Sar 9) Sar 3 Sar 9 
Lux et origo (Sar 6) Sar 4 Sar 7 










All. Obtine sacris precibus 
All. Per te dei or Post partum 
All. Ora pro nobis 
Ave pre clara maris stella 
Post partum 
All. Virtutes celi 
All. Veni electa mea 
All. Salve virgo mater dei 
All. Virga iesse floruit 
Ave Maria 
Letabundus exultet 
Hac clara die 
Ave mundi spes 
Hodierna lux diei 
Lady Mass in the Use of Exeter 
Alleluias Specified in the Communis Cursus 
Alleluia Sequence 
de Nativitate beate virginis All. Virga iesse 
de Annunciatione All. Ave Maria 
de Natali domini All. Post partum 
de Adoracione regum All. Intrantes domum 
de Purificacione All. Offer 0 virgo 
de Compassione All. Dulcis virgo 
de Assumpcione All. Assumpta est 
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septem Sequentiis supra-notatis vel quaevis alia per totum annum ad 
placitum. "25 Local expansion based on this license can be seen in an early 
fourteenth-century Sarum missal possibly from the diocese of Lincoln, 
London, British Library, Additional 1 H14 [Lbl11414], which has the fol-
lowing explicit rubric at the head of another major series of votive Marian 
sequences: "Notandum quod ad missam cotidianam de sancta Maria per 
Adventum et etiam per totum annum dicatur sequentia ad placitum." 
At Exeter, the propers for Lady mass were assigned according to a 
"communis cursus" associating each day of the week with the forms of a 
particular feast-Christmas, Epiphany, or one of five Marian feasts in-
cluding the Compassion. Alleluias, but not sequences, were among the 
texts specified (see table 1), and here, too, as in Sarum, Alleluias (and 
presumably sequences) were sung daily even during penitential seasons. 
The Exeter ordinal offers detailed instructions for occasions when this 
cursus had to be varied. For instance, the Lady mass "de Compassione" 
for Fridays was also sung instead of the regular series each day from 
Passion Sunday to Good Friday. Noteworthy also is the specific provision 
of propers for Lady mass on the feast of the Oblation. (These are the 
only mentions of either the Compassion or the Oblation in the ordinal.) 
Nothing so elaborate as the Sarum and Exeter cycles is in evidence at St. 
Mary's, where, for instance, just a few Alleluias were alternated during 
each major liturgical season. As if by compensation, the sequences and 
offertories at St. Mary's-to be discussed further below-were extraordi-
narily numerous and diverse (see table 2). And sequences did not en-
tirely rule; the tract Gaude maria virgo was sung from Septuagesima to Eas-
ter. It is service books of the Salisbury and Benedictine York traditions, 
therefore, that best document the association of Lady mass with the Marian 
sequence tradition. 
25 Miss. Sar., 781*. Harrison's useful and detailed tabulation of propers for votive 
Marian masses (PMFC XVI:xii-xiii) is not drawn exclusively from Brev. Sar., as he declares, 
but also incorporates extensive information from Miss. Sar. and other sources, while not 
distinguishing clearly between the weekly service in choir and the daily service in chapel. 
An interesting discrepancy between the published breviary and missal concerns the se-
quences. Brev. Sar. says the familiar series of six is to run daily, excepting Saturday: "Ad 
missam cotidianam de sancta Maria usque ad Sabbatum, et non in ipso sabbato, sequentia 
dicitur per totum annum ad placitum: [the list of six] ," while in Miss. Sar., as in the earlier 
manuscript missals and graduals I have consulted, they run from feria i to Sabbato. 
Harrison's sequence list follows Brev. Sar., while adding one for Saturday from a source 
unknown to me. 
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Table 2 
Sequences and Offertories in 




Angelus ad virginem 
Verbum bonum et suave 
Salve mater salutata 
Verbi boni baculus 
Paranimphus salutat virginem 
Celi solem paritura 
Verbum patri eructavit 
Virgo gaude speciosa 
Christmas to Purification 
Letabundus 
Salvatoris mater pia 
Ave Maria gracia plena 
Gaude parensJesu Christi 
From Septuagesima to Easter 





Gaude dei genitrix 
Virgo immaculata 
Felix namque 
Maria intacta virgo 
Inviolata integra 
o virgo pulcherrima 
Purification to Easter; Trinity to Advent 
Ave mundi spes Felix namque 
Ave mundi domina Gaude virgo salutata 
Ave Maria gracia plena Regina celi flos carmeli 
Ave Maria virgo pia Speciali gloria 
Ad laudem matris Dei Virgo dei mater 
Ave plena et per plena Salve celi ianua 
Sancte Dei genitrix 0 virgo virginum regina 
Ecce pulchra Eterne virginis in laude 
Benedicta es celorum regina Spes miserorum 
et cetera 
Feria sexta sequencia 
Stabat iuxta Christi crucem 
Easter to Trinity 
Virgini Marie laudes 
Gaude Dei genitrix 
Ad rose titulum 
Felix namque 
Regina celi letare alleluia 
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To give a flavor of the scope of new production and assemblage of 
monophonic Marian sequences in England in the thirteenth and four-
teenth centuries, Appendix II presents the Marian sequences from the 
five surviving English sources possessing the most sizeable collections, 
conflating the various sources of information within each into one alpha-
betical series. 26 Introducing each of these sources in turn, let us start with 
the largest, the sequentiary of the Dublin Troper (Cambridge, University 
Library, Additional 710 [Cu 710]), an early fourteenth-century Sarum book 
from St. Patrick's Cathedral that contains fifty-seven Marian items, of 
which eleven are entered at her feasts. A further forty-six are found at the 
end of the book in three contiguous, unrubricated series of twenty-four, 
nine, and thirteen pieces, respectively. The first two of these series are 
alphabetically organized.27 The Sarum missal Lbl 11414 has forty-three 
Marian sequences in all, including a votive series of thirty identified for 
Lady mass by the rubric quoted above. A late thirteenth-century Sarum 
noted missal with a non-Sarum sequentiary, Paris, Bibiotheque de l'Arsenal 
[ArsA] (possibly from London), has forty-one Marian items in its collection, 
providing five· for her feasts, a later unrubricated series of twenty-eight 
(the first eight of which are familiar ones), and then a final eight more. 
The Sarum noted missal Rylands has twenty-eight, including ten for feasts 
and a votive series of eighteen identified for Commemoration by a rubric 
also quoted above. Finally, the ordinal of St. Mary's, York (Cambridge, St. 
John's College, D.27 [Csjc D.27l) names twenty-five pieces as sequences 
for Lady mass; at least five standard festal sequences are not included. We 
may therefore estimate the total in use at St. Mary's at over thirty, for 
purposes of comparison with our other sources. 
Appendix II contains 121 distinct pieces, a very large proportion of 
which are found mainly or exclusively in British sources. Thirteen of the 
most widely distributed sequences (i.e., for feasts and the Commemora-
tion) are found in four or five of the tabulated sources; these are also 
familiar from' continental manuscripts. Five are found in three manuscripts; 
eighteen in two; and eighty-five are found in only one of these major 
sources (though not necessarily unique to that source); it is among the 
latter that we will find the most insular pieces. To conclude what percent-
age of the total of such Marian compositions is represented by these 121 
26 These are collections to which attention has been drawn by Harrison, PMFC XVI; 
Sanders, PMFC XVII; and Hiley, "Rhymed Sequence." 
27 See Dom Rene:Jean Hesbert's informative discussions of the Marian sequences of 
the Dublin Troper in Le tropaire-prosaire de Dublin: Cambridge University Library MS. Add, 
710, Monumenta Musicae Sacrae, 4 (Rouen: Imprimerie Rouennaise, 1970), 30-35, 61-
66,86-96. 
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is nearly impossible; the overlap among our five major sources, and be-
tween them and a number of smaller ones, allows us to hazard the guess 
that we have over half. 28 
The points of intersection of this monophonic repertoire with the 
corpus of polyphonic cantilena are few. However, the two bodies of music 
are clearly of the same order of magnitude. Viewed from the perspective 
of sequence-style text production, the fourteenth-century polyphonic rep-
ertoire must not be neglected; rather, it can be seen as having absorbed 
(or else inspired) an important fraction of the new rhymed, double-
versicle Marian texts known to be in circulation in thirteenth- and four-
teenth-century England. It seems a reasonable hypothesis that polyphony 
replaced monophony as the primary (but not exclusive) musical medium 
for new texts of this kind in the early fourteenth century. 
If the only purpose of the cantilena was as a sequence, then there 
would be no need to retain the more general, functionally unspecific 
name. However, there is a scholarly consensus that the cantilena had 
other uses, though there is disagreement about what these might be.29 
Harrison and Sanders have suggested the possibility of alternative functions 
based on its historical origins (stylistically, at any rate) in the conductus 
genre: like the conductus, the polyphonic cantilena may have served 
"processional or similar ceremonial purposes" (e.g., after Vespers or be-
fore mass),30 or have had nonliturgical uses in recreational "ludi," even 
becoming a kind of clerical chamber music. 31 Harrison has further pro-
posed that in the latter half of the fourteenth century the votive sequence 
28 From eighteen major sources Hiley isolated a total of 236 different rhymed se-
quences, many of which are, of course, Marian ("Rhymed Sequence," 235); the twenty-
three most common sequences in his sample include eight Marian works that naturally 
are among the most frequent in Appendix II: Ave Maria gratia plena, Ave mundi spes Maria, 
Gaude dei genitrix, Hodieme lux diei, Missus Galmel de celis, Mittit ad virginem, Verbum bonum et 
suave, and Virginis Marie laudes (239 n. 14). Important smaller English collections with 
some items concordant to the five collections surveyed in Appendix II include Wi>' Cam-
bridge, Gonville and Caius College, 240; London, British Library, Harley 978; Oxford, 
Bodleian Library, Raw!. lit. d.3; and London, British Library, Additional 37519. 
29 Some recent scholarship gives little or no consideration to alternative functions for 
the English cantilena. See, for instance, Margaret Bent, ed., Five Sequences for the Virgin Mary 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1973); William]. Summers, ed., English Fourteenth-Cen-
tury Polyphony: Facsimile Edition of Sources Notated in Score (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 1983); 
and Gillingham, Medieval Polyphonic Sequences: An Anthology. 
30 "In processionibus cantent et discantent prout qualitas festi requirit et natura cantus 
permittit" (OrdinaleExon., 1:20). 
31 Harrison, Music in Medieval Britain, 296; Sanders, PMFC XVII:ix; Sanders, "Cantilena 
and Discant," 14 n. 33. The twelfth- and thirteenth-century papal schola cantorum sang a 
polyphonic sequence after the feasting at papal banquets following mass on Christmas 
and Easter. This is certainly pertinent to the non-liturgical use of sequences, though 
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may have begun to be used as a votive antiphon for the evening devotion 
after Compline, a thesis we will return to below.32 
A few other scholars have also recently turned their attention to the 
purposes for which cantilenas were composed. In an article on English 
rhymed sequences, David Hiley has observed that "since construction in 
double versicles is a device obviously not restricted to the liturgical se-
quence, we shall probably never know the liturgical function of all the 
[ninety-five] or so pieces of English polyphony of the 13th and 14th 
centuries which are constructed in this way. Some were certainly intended 
as sequences to follow the alleluia at mass, but for most we can only guess 
at a function. "33 And in a discussion of the thirteenth-century sequence 
settings of the eleventh fascicle of Wj. he has made the point that "such 
pieces are known also as tract, offertory or hymn substitutes, among other 
things."34 In an article on the cantilenas of Dufay, whose texts are of 
similar style and character to those of the English repertoire, Alejandro 
Enrique Planchart further suggests that such pieces may have been inter-
found in a very different environment. See Andrew Tomasello, "Ritual, Tradition, and 
Polyphony at the Court of Rome," Journal of Musicology 4 (1985-86): 447-71, esp. 468ff. 
Within England at Barking abbey, for example, the Marian sequence Benedicta es celorum 
regina was sung at a special meal for the entire convent after Vespers during the Christmas 
eve vigil. See Tolhurst, The Barking Ordinal, 1:22. 
32 Harrison, PMFC XVl:xi, representing a modification of the view expressed in Music in 
Medieval Britain. 
33 Hiley, "Rhymed Sequence," 235. The number that I have put in brackets was "40" in 
Hiley's original text. 
34 Hiley, "WI: The Ordinary of Mass Chants and the Sequences," 78. As regards the 
tract, the issue is primarily what, if any, other items were sung as a tract-substitute for the 
usual Gaude Maria virgo in the daily Lady mass or weekly commemorative Marian mass 
during Lent, in uses that did not permit an Alleluia and sequence during all or part of 
this season. On the variable status of the votive Marian tract in the Use of Salisbury, see 
PMFC XVl:276 in the note to no. 8l. 
The use of a sequence as a hymn substitute was widespread but probably never created 
a significant demand for new chants or polyphony. Later Sarum books are conservative, 
though an example can be cited that involves the replacement of the hymn at second 
Vespers on the Assumption of the Virgin by Letabundus: "pro ymno dicatur iste sequencia: 
Letabundus exultet" (Sarum breviary London, British Library, Additional 32427, fol. 250; 
see also Walter H. Frere, ed., Antiph{)nale Sariburiense [AS] [London: The Plainsong and 
Medieval Music Society, 1901-15], pI. 527). In addition, see Frere's observations in his 
analysis of the Hereford breviary (Walter H. Frere and Langton E. G. Brown, eds., The 
Hereford Breviary, 3 vols., Henry Bradshaw Society 20, 40, 46 [London: Henry Bradshaw 
Society, 1903-15], 3:xxvi), including a table of sequences and proses found in the office 
(3:194-98) and the practice of Exeter (for which see the general index in Ordinale Exon, 
4:243). Hiley notes similar occurrences at Barking Abbey ("Rhymed Sequence," 235), 
whose ordinal indicates a sequence at Vespers on over twenty occasions. This practice is 
also familiar on the continent. See, for example, Rebecca Baltzer's article in this volume 
above; and see also Michel Huglo's remarks on the replacement of the hymn at Vespers 
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polated into mass during the communion of the faithfu1. 35 Sequences are 
certainly known as offertory sequels.36 And to these possibilities we may 
add that texts so constructed are also set as Sanctus tropes.37 They also 
might have been sung, by extension, as Sanctus sequels.38 At least one text, 
beginning Salve mater salvatoris, occurs in the English repertoires of Sanctus 
trope, polyphonic sequence, and Marian antiphon (see Appendix III). 
Considerably more deserves to be said about two possibilities briefly 
mentioned above: the use of the monophonic sequence and polyphonic 
cantilena as rhymed offertories or offertory substitutes and as antiphons 
for the evening devotion. The chief evidence for their role as offertories 
are the Marian offertories of Wi> from no later than the 1240s, and the 
offertories for Lady mass specified in the ordinal of the Benedictine 
abbey of St. Mary's, York, copied around 1400. These two manuscripts, 
over a century and a half apart, offer specific documentation for the use 
of double-versicle texts and liturgical antiphons as offertory substitutes, 
and permit the extrapolation of this practice across the years intervening. 
In addition, sanction for such substitutions can be found in a permissive 
rubric in the liturgy for Lady mass in the printed Sarum missal: 
"Offertorum Ave Maria sine versu que I quodvis aliud ad placitum per 
totum annum ad miss am quotidie de eadem. "39 
In the eleventh fascicle of WI (Wolfenbiittel, Herzog August Bibliothek, 
codex 628 Helmstadiensis, fols. 192r-195r), there lie between the se-
quences and troped Sanctus settings eight diverse pieces evidently intended 
to serve as Marian offertories and arranged in broadly calendrical order.40 
For the long season from Purification to Advent we find the strophic 
by a rhythmus, in "Les Debuts de la polyphonie it Paris: les premiers organa parisiens," Aktuelle 
Fragen der musikbezogenen Mittelalterforschung. Texte zu einem Basler Kolloquium des Jahres 1975, 
Forum Musicologicum, no. 3 (Winterthur: Amadeus, 1982), 129. 
35 Planchart, "What's in a Name?" 173. 
36 For rare instances of the sequence as offertory sequel, see Tolhurst, The Barking Or-
dinal, 1:42, 43, and 124 (8ve of the Innocents, Vigil for Epiphany at the Missa Capitalis, 
4th Sunday of Easter at the Missa Capitalis). 
37 The fifteen Sanctus tropes from ArsA are conveniently printed in Legg, Sarum Mis-
sal, 540-43. A majority have the textual and musical form of a sequence with three, four, 
or five double versicles and a final single versicle. 
38 Concerning Sanctus sequels, the Exeter ordinal is particularly liberal about the 
introduction of polyphony: "Ex licencia, si placet senioribus ... ad Missam post Sanctus 
poterunt organizare cum vocibus vel organis" (Ordinale Exon., 1:20). 
39 Miss. Sar., 767*. 
40 On the WI offertories see Edward H. Roesner, "The Origins of WI'" Journal of the 
American Musicological Society 29 (1976): 372-73; for further commentary and an edition, 
see Roesner, "The Manuscript Wolfenbiittel, Herzog-August-Bibliothek, 628 Helmstadiensis: 
A Study of Its Origins and of Its Eleventh Fascicle," 2 vols. (Ph.D. diss., New York Univer-
sity, 1974), 1:138-41, 1:350-52, 2:110-29, and 172-77. 
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offertory Ave Maria gratia plena viris in five lengthy rhymed stanzas; the 
familiar Marian offertory Recordare virgo mater with prose Ab hac familia (in 
three double versicles) and an Alleluia termination;4! the offertory 0 vere 
beata sublimis with an Alleluia termination that has a prosula; the familiar 
Marian offertory Felix namque with an Alleluia termination;42 and the 
rhymed Marian antiphon Ave regina celorum mater.43 The shorter seasons 
merited fewer pieces. For Advent there is the familiar Marian offertory 
Ave Maria gratia plena, with the text of a prosula added in the margin; for 
Christmas there is the prose Preter rerum seriem in three double versicles; and 
for Septuagesima there is the Matins responsory prose Inviolata integra et 
casta in four double versicles and a final single-texted section. 
An even richer source of supplementary material for Marian masses is 
the list of text incipits for sequences and offertories specified for daily 
Lady mass (the Missa familiaris) in the ordinal of St. Mary's, York-one 
of those rare liturgical books, like Bishop Grandisson's ordinal for Exeter 
(1337), that seems to record up-to-date local practices. The sequences 
and offertories are listed in table 2 from CsjcD.27, fols. 50r-51v. Chants are 
specified for each of the major seasons of the year; each season begins 
with one or more standard items (e.g. Missus Gabriel, Letabundus, or Ave 
mundi spes among the sequences, and Felix namque and Ave Maria among 
the offertories) and continues with less common ones. Included among 
the sequences are the strophic devotional song Angelus ad virginem and the 
cantilena Ad rose titulum, for both of which texts there are polyphonic 
settings. Among the offertories are a number of pieces found elsewhere 
as sequences, some of which are relatively common (e.g., Gaude dei genitrix) 
and others quite rare (e.g., Regina celi flos carmeli, otherwise known only 
from the first series of Marian proses in the Dublin troper). In addition, 
there are pieces of mixed heritage, including Gaude virgo salutata (which 
4! Recordare virgo mater, a Marian offertory in both Sarum and monastic rites, attracted 
numerous proses (see Analecta hymnica medii aevi. 55 vols., ed. Guido M. Dreves. Clemens 
Blume, and Henry M. Bannister [Leipzig: O. R. Reisland, et aI., 1886-1922), 49:321-29). 
A chant setting found in the Worcester fragments, Singularis et insignis (Worcester, Cathe-
dral Library, Additional 68, frag. xxix, lOW, 97] = PMFC XIV, app. 14) turns out also to 
be a Recordare prose. Singularis, like Ab hac familia, consists of three double versicies plus a 
final section, following the musical form of the melisma; in this polyphonic setting the 
melodic repetitions are fully written out. 
42 Felix namque has a troped chant setting in the Worcester fragments (London, British 
Library, Additional 25031, fols. 3 and 6v [1M", 4]) and a late fourteenth- or early fifteenth-
century discant setting in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Douce 381 (PMFC XVII, no. 62). 
43 In a search for precedents for this use of an antiphon, both text and music of Ave 
regina celorum mater have been found by Roesner as a communion in the Dominican rite 
and several Swiss liturgical manuscripts; with a different melody it served as a Dominican 
offertory ('The Origins ofW!," 354-55). 
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has a polyphonic setting), two texts specifically identified in another 
northern source as rhymed offertories (Generosi germinis, which has a poly-
phonic setting, and 0 virgo pulcherrima), the Marian antiphon Regina celi 
letare alleluia, and the Matins prose Inviolata integra. In both the sequence 
and offertory categories, some of the untraceable incipits also sound as if 
they derive from rhymed texts. 
Another source may also bear on the question of the cantilena as 
offertory. Sanders and Hiley have stressed the significance of a number 
of items in the Dublin troper's sequentiary, especially in the third series 
of Marian pieces, that differ markedly in character from the norm. Most 
of these are unique or uncommon short sequences consisting of only 
two, three, or four double versicles (like the cantilena), compared with 
the older sequences of five, six, seven, or more sections.44 Sanders sug-
gests that "the occurrence of such rather unusually short proses among 
the unique items in the Marian collection of sequences in the Dublin 
Troper might well be seen as indicating the derivation of some of them 
from cantilenae no longer extant," and he cites three specific examples 
of the interaction between the cantilena and sequence repertoires, sug-
gesting the possible priority of the polyphony over the chant in each of 
these instances: Salve mater misericordie, Celum Deus inclinavit, and Ad rose 
titulum.45 Further, Hiley has drawn attention to "the number of simple, 
short, songlike sequences in F tonality" in the third Marian series, pointing 
out that "the same melodic idiom may be discerned in [English] poly-
phonic compositions" and suggesting that "they may reflect a special 
decision to broaden the sequence tradition so as to comprehend the 
idiom of strophic secular song. "46 Finally, there are four items in the third 
series that are not in sequence style at all, lacking regular melodic repeti-
tion and parallelisms in verse structure. While Hesbert classified these as 
antiphons, Harrison has proposed them as sequence substitutes, and Hiley 
has suggested that they, along with some of the other unusual items in 
the third series, may have functioned as offertories.47 
44 By comparison, the Marian sequences set in Wj average six to nine double versicles, 
while the sequences attributed to Adam of St. Victor typically have from nine to thirteen. 
Among sequences specifically for Marian feasts, Hac clara die (Purification) has eight 
double versicles and a final section, Ave mundi spes (Annunciation) has nine double versicles, 
Area virga (Assumption) has nine double versicles and a final section, and Alle celeste necnon 
(BVM Nativity) has fifteen double versicles and two final single sections. 
45 Sanders, PMFC XVJI:ix. 
46 Hiley, "Rhymed Sequence," 234. Sanders speaks of "melodies .. .likely to belong to an 
almost totally submerged tradition of vernacular song, since they have a flavour reminiscent 
of the few extant English songs" ("Cantilena," 730). 
47 Hesbert, Le tropaire-prosaire de Dublin, 33-34; Harrison, PMFC XVI:xi n. 12; Hiley, 
"Rhymed Sequence," 235. 
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Evident, therefore, in the W1 and York offertories, and in the third 
series of Marian chants in the Dublin troper, is the significant presence 
of pieces in which the distinction between sequence, offertory, and anti-
phon is blurred, a phenomenon that Hiley calls the hybridization or 
cross-fertilization of genres. It particularly involves pieces on the fringes 
of the sequence repertoire-unique or rare items sometimes transmitted 
within the major collections, or in special groups attached to them, or 
circulating wholly outside of them in small gatherings, on fly-leaves, or in 
miscellanies, sometimes with a marked instability in their number of stan-
zas (see Mater ora filium and Salve porta paradisi in Appendix III). These are 
pieces which, again in Hiley's expression, often "seem to straddle two 
liturgical categories. "48 There is a noteworthy association of these "pe-
ripheral" texts and chants with forms of polyphony- motet, conductus-
rondellus, cantilena. Appendix III lists twenty-four such texts with some 
relationship to the polyphonic cantilena or motet repertoire and to se-
quence, offertory, and antiphon. No claim can be made for completeness 
here, as there is a great deal of potentially relevant scattered material 
that has never been pulled together. 
Let us turn now to the Marian antiphon and to the fourth facet of the 
Marian liturgy, the evening devotion after Compline. Large-scale 
multipartite polyphonic settings of Marian antiphons written in substantial 
numbers by English composers of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centu-
ries form a significant complement to the repertoire of English mass 
movements and cycles of this later era.49 Though predominantly a fif-
teenth-century English genre, such polyphonic antiphons appear for the 
first time in appreciable numbers in England in the latter half of the 
fourteenth century in English discant settings.50 The six relatively simple 
48 Hiley was speaking specifically in reference to four texts included in a kind of 
appendix to the sequentiary of a fourteenth-century Sarum missal for Oxford, London, 
British Library, Additional 37519: Preter rerum seriem, Generosi germinis, Jesu fili virginis, and 
Salve mater salvatoris ("Rhymed Sequence," 235). See the entries on all four in Appendix 
III. 
49 Counting pieces up to but not including the Eton Choirbook, this is a repertoire of 
approximately 150 works setting over fifty different Marian texts; approximately 20 percent 
of these texts are rhymed, strophic, accentual Latin poetry. This repertoire can be aug-
mented with a small number of non-Marian works, including Dunstable settings for the 
Holy Cross and St. Katherine, a Plummer setting for St. Anne, and the anonymous Miles 
Christi for St. Thomas of Lancaster in the Selden manuscript. See Harrison, Music in Medi-
eval Britain, 295-307; and Hugh Benham, Latin Church Music in England c. 1460-1575 
(London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1977), 19-20. 
50 There is one surviving Jesus antiphon in the fourteenth-century repertoire, 0 benigne 
redemptor (PMFC XVII, no. 3), with a setting in English discant whose text and apparent 
middle-voice cantus firmus have so far not been found in any service book. 
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discant settings of antiphons in the first layer of the Old Hall manuscript 
are in an only slightly more rhythmically developed discant style. For a 
listing of all these older antiphon settings, see Appendix LB. 
There is no obvious consistency to the liturgical contexts from which 
the fourteenth-century Marian antiphon texts were drawn, but by taking 
into account the entire later corpus, a clearer picture emerges.51 The most 
frequently set texts can be identified-in reference to the Sarum rite, at 
any rate, and with respect to their origins in the liturgy, if not to their 
ultimate function as polyphonic settings-with three major groups of 
liturgical antiphons: those for Vespers of the feasts of the Assumption 
and Nativity of the Virgin, the memorial antiphons of the Virgin (a group 
identical to the major processional antiphons of the Virgin), and seven 
additional antiphons that were published as a group in the final pages of 
the printed Salisbury processional (see table 3, next page) .52 The first two 
of these plainchant antiphon series are quite stable in the Use of Salisbury 
and can be traced back to the earliest books of the Sarum rite, while the 
third includes some items that are more common in polyphonic sources 
than in surviving chant books (e.g., Mater ora jilium and San eta Maria non 
est). Among the texts of table 3, the most frequently set are those of the 
second and third series, i.e., those for processions. The five antiphons 
with the most numerous settings are (alphabetically) Ave regina eelorum ave, 
Nesciens mater, Regina eeli letare, Sancta Maria virgo, and Salve regina; and in 
the next rank is a group of five including Alma redemptoris, Ave regina eelorum 
mater, Deseendi in ortum, Quam pulcra es, and Tota pulera es. With the excep-
tion of Stella eeli extirpavit and Gaude flore virginali, strophic or sequence-style 
rhymed texts are not often favored with multiple settings before the 
emergence of the Eton Choirbook repertoire. 
51 Five of the seven Marian texts received multiple fifteenth-century settings. The two 
not known to have been set as polyphonic antiphons by Power or Dunstable or following 
generations are Paradisi porta, an antiphon sung at memorials of the Virgin throughout 
the Easter season, and Venit dilectus meus, a Matins antiphon for the Assumption with words 
from the Song of Songs. These two chants, nonetheless, can be shown to have had special 
significance for English composers: Paradisi porta was used as the tenor of the fourteenth-
century English motet Parata paradisi porta (London, Public Record Office, LR 2/261, 1; 
see Peter M. Lefferts and Margaret Bent, "New Sources of English Thirteenth- and Four-
teenth-Century Polyphony," Early Music History 2 [1982]: 273-362, esp. 334-37); and Venit 
dilectus meus was used as the tenor cantus firmus for a late fifteenth- or early sixteenth-
century English cyclic mass by Cuk (Harrison, Music in Medieval Britain, 261; Benham, 
Latin Church Music, 113). 
52 See Processionale ad Usum SaTUm (Richard Pynson, 1502; facsimile ed., Clarabricken: 
Boethius Press, 1980), fols. 167r-169v. 
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Vespers of 
Assumption: AS 490 
and Nativity: AS 518 
Anima mea liquefacta 
Ascendit Christus 
Beata Dei genitrix 
Beata progenies 
Dei genitrix virgo 
Descendi in ortum 
Nativitas tua Dei 
Qualis est dilectus 
Sancta Maria virgo 
Sub tuam protectionem 
Talis est dilectus 
Tota pulcra es 
Table 3 
Use of Salisbury: Selected Groups 
of Marian Antiphons 
Memorials: AS 528 
and 
Processions: GS 141 
Alma redemptoris mater 
Anima mea liquefacta 
Ascendit Christus 
Ave regina celorum ave 
Beata dei genitrix 
Descendi in ortum 
Ibo michi ad montem 
o gloriosa genitrix 
Quam pulcra es 
Sancta Maria virgo 
Speciosa facta es 
Tota pulcra es 
Additional Antiphons 
in Processional: 
Proc.Sar. (1502), f.167 
Ave regina celorum 
mater 
Mater ora filium 
Nesciens mater 
Regina celi Ie tare 
Salve regina 
Sancta Maria non est 
Sancta Maria virgo 
More than any other scholar, Frank Ll. Harrison concerned himself 
with the liturgical function of these polyphonic English antiphons.53 He 
argued that they were not substituted back into the liturgy at their point 
of origin, but rather were intended to serve as evening votive antiphons 
after Compline, sung immediately after that office as part of a memorial 
to the BVM consisting of an antiphon, versicle, and collect. This short 
service (often referred to as the Salve) was either performed in choir, as 
in most monastic uses, or observed as a separate devotion in the Lady 
53 In this paragraph, where not otherwise credited, I have drawn on Harrison, Music in 
Medieval Britain, 81-88. 
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Chapel or at another location in the church, as in most secular uses. As a 
form of worship it was new in the mid-thirteenth century; a remark 
about Salve regina in the customary of St. Peter's, Westminster, from around 
1260 ("que ex moderno et non ex veteri usu cum oracione de Dei 
Genetrice post completorium cantatur") makes this quite clear.54 Indeed, 
only in 1343 were English Benedictines as a whole ordered by their General 
Chapter to say a daily antiphon and collect for Mary after Compline. In 
the later fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, this brief devotion was speci-
fied in the customs for many new English secular choral foundations. 
Marian antiphon texts named in their legislation include Ave regina celarum 
ave, Ave regina celarum mater, Mater ora filium, Nesciens mater, Regina celi letare, 
Salve regina, and Sancta Maria virgo intercede. Rhymed, strophic poems 
similarly designated include Stella celi and the sequences Gaude virgo salutata 
and Benedicta es celarum. In the early fifteenth-century Bridgettine liturgy 
that was designed for the new foundation at Syon abbey, the Marian 
antiphons sung daily after Compline with a versicle and prayer were "the 
greatest ornament of the rite. "55 
Given the number of rhymed antiphons and longer strophic poems 
specified in this liturgical legislation (as well as, for instance, the frequent 
appearance of regularly versified texts among the "antiphons" of John 
Dunstable), one might argue that the cantilena did not disappear in the 
fifteenth century. Indeed, if categorized by style or origin of text rather 
than by presumed function, many if not most of the" pieces in the Eton 
Choirbook might reasonably be called cantilenas. In the same terms, 
however, there was certainly a shift in favor of the antiphon over the 
cantilena throughout the greater part of the fifteenth century. This shift 
is seen first of all in the choice of text-in the shift of preference from 
poetry to prose, from longer sequence-like verse to the short rhymed or 
prose antiphon. There may also have been a change in primary liturgical 
54 Edward Thompson, ed., Customary of the Benedictine Monasteries of Saint Augustine, 
Canterbury, and Saint Peter, Westminster, 2 vols., Henry Bradshaw Society 23, 24 (London: 
Henry Bradshaw Society, 1903-4),2:201. 
55 A. Jefferies Collins, ed., The Bridgettine Breviary of Syon Abbey, Henry Bradshaw Society 
96 (Worcester: Henry Bradshaw Society, 1969), 113 n. 1, quoting 6rtagard. In the 
Bridgettine rite, De te virgo nasciturum is the antiphon after Compline throughout Advent 
up to Christmas eve; the antiphon Gaudendum nobis est serves from Christmas day to the 
octave of the Purification; and Regina celi letare is sung on Easter and daily thereafter up to 
the Friday in Whitsunweek. Throughout the rest of the year seven daily Marian antiphons 
after Compline are specified: Alma redemptoris mater (Sunday), Ave regina celorum ave (Mon-
day), Ave regina celorum mater (Tuesday), 0 florens rosa (Wednesday), Ave stella matutina 
(Thursday), Mundi domina celi regina (Friday), and Salve regina misericordie (Saturday). See 
Bridgettine Breviary, 111-16. 
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function over time, away from the mass toward the evening devotion.56 
And there were changes in musical style and technique-away from a 
syllabic toward a more melismatic style in the cantilena, away from English 
discant to melodically oriented cantus firmus treatment and free settings 
in the antiphon, and away from homogeneity of texture toward rhythmic 
independence and contrast of voices in both free and cantus-firmus-based 
settings. In effect we see, stylistically at any rate, the convergence of 
cantilena and antiphon in the florid, lightly treble-dominated manner of 
composition that Andrew Hughes has called the mixed styleY 
There was clearly an intersection of cantilena and antiphon in the Old 
Hall manuscript-physically, in terms of their intermixture in a gathering 
between the Glorias and Credos, and stylistically, in terms of the attributes 
just discussed. Functionally, the issue is not so clear. Harrison has put 
forward the hypothesis that already in the fourteenth century the cantilena 
could have served the same purpose as the votive antiphon, suggesting 
that "there are some signs that by the second half of the century 
interchange ... was taking place ... between the repertory of the votive se-
quence and that of the increasingly cultivated evening devotion to the 
Virgin Mary" but without going into detail; he also argued for the adoption 
of the antiphons and cantilenas in Old Hall to serve the same votive 
function, without attempting to reconcile their location in the codex 
with his thesis.58 Manfred Bukofzer, referring to these Old Hall pieces 
collectively as "the conductus settings of...Marian antiphons, hymns, and 
sequences," thought they were "inserted more or less arbitrarily between 
the main groupS."59 And referring to them collectively simply as "anti-
phons," Andrew Hughes has suggested without elaboration that they were 
probably substitutes for items of the usual liturgy of the mass.60 
Surely there is a specific and justifiable interpretation of the location 
of these pieces in Old Hall, namely that they were all intended in the first 
place as sequence substitutes and, perhaps secondarily, as offertory sub-
stitutes. Extrapolating backward in time from this assertion, one might 
56 It may be that there was in the fifteenth century a stricter adherence to the letter of 
the law with respect to the Use of Salisbury, putting a stop to the proliferation of mono-
phonic and polyphonic sequences (Harrison, PMFC XVI:x). 
57 Andrew Hughes, "The Old Hall Manuscript-A Reappraisal," Musica disciplina 21 
(1967): 101-2. 
58 Harrison, PMFC XVI:xi. 
59 Manfred Bukofzer, Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Music (New York: Norton, 1950): 
35 and 53. 
60 Andrew Hughes, "The Old Hall Manuscript-A Reappraisal," 102 and 104. Margaret 
Bent identifies them as sequences and antiphons in "Old Hall," New Grove Dictionary of Mu-
sic and Musicians (1980) 13: 526. 
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even hypothesize that the earlier, fourteenth-century discant settings of 
antiphons were intended initially for use as sequence or offertory substi-
tutes at mass. This is supported in part, as we have seen, by the fact that 
such Marian antiphons were employed as offertories in Wi (Ave regina 
celorum mater) and the ordinal of St. Mary's, York (Regina celi letare alleluia). 
Indeed from a fourteenth-century vantage point, looking forward in time, 
we can posit that it was to a hybrid, diversely cross-fertilized repertoire of 
multi-voiced sequence and offertory substitutes-cantilenas-that choir-
masters turned for polyphony to be sung after Compline, borrowing from 
an established repertoire of mass music upon the rapid rise of this new 
devotion to a prominent position in the public life of colleges and other 
insti tu tions. 
In closing, a few words need to be said in favor of the utility of retaining 
the name cantilena in musicological discourse. The chief virtue, as I see 
it, lies precisely in the neutrality of the term. Being of modern application 
to a complex category of works, it operates under no precise definition 
or description, and points to no particular origin or destination within 
the liturgy; nor does it designate any single style or compositional proce-
dure. Thus it accommodates a flexibility or mobility of use which is the 
hallmark of much of the music for Marian services in late medieval En-
gland, especially with respect to compositions with strophic or double-
versicle texts and melodies. The sequence is only the most conspicuous 
and familiar instance of the ornamentation of the mass and offices with 
such pieces, which may also be used as offertories and offertory sequels, 
Sanctus tropes and Sanctus sequels, tract and hymn substitutes, office 
proses, and more, as we have seen above and in Appendix III. Such 
diversity should not be troubling; we are accustomed to it, after all, in the 
familiar and equally flexible designation antiphon (psalmodic and non-
psalmodic, in the offices, processions, memorials, the "Salve service," and 
so on). Cantilena and antiphon are useful terms, and they overlap pre-
cisely in the area of our present interest in such a way that one would not 
wish to draw too neat a line between them. Together they encompass 
English repertoires fashioned over three centuries of liturgical dynamism 
and musical creativity devoted to the worship of Our Lady. 
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Appendix I 
A. The English Cantilena Repertoire of the Fourteenth Century 
This alphabetical list takes a broad view of its chronological limits, encompassing 
everything between GB-Ob 3 (late thirteenth century) and GB-Lb157950 (OH) (early 
fifteenth century). Further, it encompasses both English discant-style and free set-
tings of relevant items, including settings of Victime paschali and the tract Gaude Maria 
virgo. For a more stylistically differentiated tabulation, see Lefferts, The Motet in 
England, 99-103 and table 16. Citations of polyphonic sources conform to the style 
of sigla used in RISM and the New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians. For those not 
reported in RISM or Lefferts and Bent, "New Sources," see especially the forthcom-
ing supplement to RISM by Andrew B. Wathey that covers additional sources in 
British libraries. 
Incipit Source(s) Edition 
A magnifica misericordia GB-Ob D.R.3*, 10/11 
Ab ora summa nuncius GB-Cjc 84,1 XVII,25 
=GB-LbI1210,14 
Ad rose titulum GB-Cgc 512, 13a XVII,19 
Angelus ad virginem GB-Cu 710,1/2 XVII,18 
Arbor ade veteris GB-LbI1210,4 XVII,35 
Astrorum altitudinem GB-Lbl 38651, 3 
Ave caro Christi GB-Cgc 512, 13 XVII,21 
Ave celi regina virginum GB-Cgc 512, 11 XVII,38 
=GB-Cpc 228, 7 
Ave mater summi regis GB-Lbl 62132A, 7 XVII,22 
Ave mundi rosa GB-LbI62132A,5 XVII,44 
Beata es Maria B-Br 266, 6 XVII,39 
Benedicta es celorum regina GB-BERc 55, 2 
Christi messis nunc madescit GB-LbI62132A,11 XVII,43 
De spineto nata rosa GB-BERc 55, 3 
=GB-Cgc 230,1 
Decora facie GB-Cpc 228, 6 XVII,27 
Flos vernalis stirps regalis GB-Lbl 28550, 6 XVII,61 
Fulgens stella maris GB-Occ 144, 3 
Gaude Maria virgo GB-Ccc 65, 4 XVI,81 
Gaude Maria virgo GB-WOcro 5117, 1 
Gaude virgo immaculata US-NYpm 978, 2 XVII,50 
Gaude virgo mater Christi GB-Lbl 3132, 1 XVII,16 
(final versicle of 
Celum Deus inclinavit) 
Gemma nitens sole splendidior GB-Cgc 512,14 XVII,20 
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Incipit Source(s) Edition 
Generosa iesse plantula US-NYpm 978, 4 XVII,47 
Generosi germinis GB-Ob D.R.3*, 12 
Grata iuvencula GB-WOc 68, frag. xxxii XIV,App.13 
Hie quomodo seduxerat GB-LbI62132A,9 XVII,41 
In rosa primula GB-Csjc 84, 5 XVII,28 
=GB-LbI1210, 12 
Includimur nube caliginosa GB-Cgc 334, 6 XVII,34 
=GB-LbI62132A,4 
Jhesu Christe rex celorum GB-GLcro 678, 2 XVII,45 
Letetur celi curia GB-GLcro 678, 1 XVII,46 
Lucerna syderis GB-Csjc 84, 4 XVII,26 
Maria virgo GB-Ob D.R.3*, 13 
Mater christi nobilis GB-Cgc 334, 4 XVII,24 
(a final versicle) =GB-Ob 548, 1 
Mater ora filium GB-Ob3,1 XVII,4 
Missus gabriel de celis GB-ObD.6,1 XVII,23 
Mutato modo geniture B-Br 266, 5 XVII,36 
=GB-Cgc 334, 5 
=GB-Cgc 512, 8 
=GB-Lbl 38651, 9 
Noster lumen GB-LbI38651,5a (text only) 
o ceteris preamabilis GB-Cgc 334, 8 XVII,32 
o Maria laude genitrix GB-Lb157950 (OH), 41 OH,41 
Pia mater salvatoris GB-Lb157950 (OH), 46 OH,46 
Psallens flecte GB-Csjc 84, 2 
Que est ista que processit GB-Occ 144, 2 
Regem regum collaudemus US-NYpm 978, 3 XVII,49 
Robur castis GB-Occ 144, 6 
Salamonis inclita GB-Cgc 512, 10 XVII,37 
=Us-NYpm 978, 5 
Salve mirifica virgo GB-Lb157950 (OH), 47 OH,47 
=GB-Ob D.R.3*, 7 
Salve porta paradisi GB-Lb157950 (OH), 54 OH,54 
Salve virgo singularis B-Br 266, 4 XVII,40 
=GB-Lbl 38651, 1 
Salve virgo tonantis GB-Ob3,3 XVII,6 
Sicut sidus radium GB-Lbl 14, f.37 (text only) 
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Incipit 
Singularis laudis digna 
Stella celi extirpavit 
Stella maris illustrans 
Ut arbuteum folium 
Veni mi dilecte 
Victime paschali 
(textless: Victime paschali) 
Virginis marie laudes 
Virgo decora statum meliora 
Virgo pudicicie 
Virgo salvavit hominem 
Virgo valde virtuosa 
Virgo vemans velud rosa 
Acephalic Fragments 
... serata filio dei 
... frangens evanuit. Jhesus 
... lium 
... merenti modo 
... numinis et rivos 
... pneu ... pula co ... 
... et propicia 
... quod 
... quod na rogaveris 
... sordidum 
... venie 
... virgo qu ... solvisti 
... nis vitia mundes 
Text Lost 
SOUJrce(s) 
GB-Occ 144, 1 
=US-NYpm 978, 1 
GB-Lb157950 (OH), 55 
GB-Cgc 334, 7 
US-NYpm 978, 11 
GB-LbI1210,3 
GB-LbI62132A,1O 
US-NYpm 978, 15 
GB-Cu 16, 1 
GB-Ob 14,8 
GB-Ob3,2 
GB-Lbl 1210, 7 
GB-Cgc 334, 9 
GB-Cgc 230, 2 
GB-Ob D.R.3*, 9 
GB-Lbl 62132A, 1/2 
GB-C* 84, 3 
GB-WOc 68, frag. xix 
GB-LbI38651,2 
GB-LbI38651,10 
GB-Lb157950 (OH), 45 
GB-Occ 144,4 
GB-Occ 144, 5 
GB-Csjc 84, 6 
GB-Lb157950 (OH), 42 
GB-Ob D.R.3*, 8 
GB-Yi,1 
GB-Cfm 47-1980, 4 
GB-Lli 146, 1 
GB-Lli 146, 3 
GB-Lli 146, 4 
GB-Lli l46, 5 
GB-Lrcp 777/65, 1 
GB-Lrcp 777/65, 2 
GB-Lrcp 777/65, 3 
GB-Lrcp 777/65, 4 
US-PRu 119, f.35r 
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B. Fourteenth- and Ear1y Fifteenth-Century Antiphon Settings 
Incipit 
Fourteenth-century discant settings in score 
Alma redemptoris mater 
Alma redemptoris mater 
Mater ora filium 
Paradisi porta 
o benigne redemptor 
Salve regina misericordie 
Sancta Maria non est tibi similis 
Sancta Maria virgo intercede 
Sancta Maria virgo intercede 
Sancta Maria virgo intercede 
Venit dilectus meus 
Canonic 
Salve regina misericordie 
Source(s) 
GB-Ob27,2 
GB-Occ 144, 7 
GB-Ob55 
GB-Cu6,3 
GB-Ob 143, 4 
US-PRu 103, 1 
GB-LbI2104A,1 
GB-Cu6,4 
=GB-Lbl 2104A, 2 
GB-Ob D.R.3, 3 
GB-Ob D.R.3, 4 
US-PRu 103, 2 
GB-Lbl 7.A.vi, 1 
=F-Sm 222, 93 
Late fourteenth-century motet-like setting in parts 
Salve regina mater misericordie GB-Lpro E 163,6 
Early fifteenth-century settings in score 
Ave regina celorum ave domina 




Regali ex progenie 
Ave regina celorum ave domina 
Beata dei genitrix 
Qualis est dilectus 
Ascendit Christus 
Regina celi letare 
GB-Lbl 57950, 43 
GB-Lbl 57950, 44 
GB-Lbl 57950, 48 
GB-Lbl 57950, 49 
GB-LbI57950, 50 
=GB-Yi,2 
GB-Lbl 57950, 51 
GB-Lbl 57950, 52 
GB-Lbl 57950, 53 
GB-Lbl 57950, 67 
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Appendixll 
Five Major English Medieval 
Marian Sequence Collections 
CuI 710 Lbl1l414 ArsA Rylands C* 
Indpit Dublin Lincoln London Exeter York 
Ab arce siderea ** ** ** 
Ad laudem matris dei ** 
Ad rose titulum ** 
AIle celeste necnon ** ** ** ** 
Alma dei genitrix ** 
Angelus ad virginem ** 
Area virga prime matris ** ** ** ** 
Ave gloriosa virginum ** 
Ave Maria gratia plena ** ** ** ** ** 
Ave Maria inclita ** 
Ave Maria predosa ** 
Ave Maria virgo pia ** 
Ave maris stella verbi ** ** 
Ave mater grade ** 
Ave mater plena deliciis ** 
Ave mater redemptoris ** 
Ave miles sole rutilior ** 
Ave mundi domina ** 
Ave mundi spes Mari ** ** ** ** ** 
Ave nimpha salutaris ** 
Ave plena et per plenam ** ** 
Ave pre clara maris stell ** ** 
Ave regina celorum ** 
Ave spes angelico ** 
Ave stella fulgida ** 
Ave verbum incarnatum ** 
Ave virgo virga iesse ** 
Ave virgo virginum ** 
Benedicta es celorum ** ** ** 
Benedicta es insignis ** 
Benedicta sit beata ** 
Benedicta sit cella ** 
Celi solem paritura ** 
Celum deus inclinavit ** ** 
Clemens et benigna ** ** 
Concentu parili ** 
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Cui 710 Lbl1l414 ArsA Rylands Csjc 
Incipit Dublin Lincoln London Exeter York 
Congaudent angelorum ** 
De spineto nata rosa ** 
Dulcis ave penitentis ** ** 
Ecce pu1chra ** 
Ecce sonat in aperto ** 
Etemi numinis mater ** ** 
Flos de spina procreatur ** ** 
Gabrieli celesti nuncio ** 
Gaude dei genitrix ** ** ** ** ** 
Gaude gabrielis ore ** 
Gaude gloriosa mundi ** ** 
Gaude mater gracie ** 
Gaude parensJesu Christi ** 
Gaude salutata virgo ** 
Gaude virgo concipiens ** 
Gaude virgo graciosa ** 
Gaude virgo que de celis ** 
Gaude virgo que de celis ** 
Gaude virgo mater Christi ** 
Gaude virgo salutata ** ** 
Gloria sanctorum decus ** ** 
Hac clara die ** ** ** ** 
Hodieme lux diei ** ** ** ** 
Jerusalem et Syon filia ** 
Jesse proles qui bus doles ** 
Jesse virga humidavit ** ** ** 
Jhesu fili virginis ** 
Jubilemus salvatori ** 
Letabundus exultet ** ** ** ** ** 
Letare puerpera ** ** 
Laus iocunda sit ** ** 
Letare virginum flos ** 
Madens vellus gedeonis ** 
Maria virgo concipiens ** 
Mater ave plena ** 
Mater patris nati nata ** 
Mellis stilla maris ** 
Mire iubar pietatis ** 
Miserere miseris ** 
Missus Gabriel ** ** ** ** ** 
Mittit ad virginem ** ** ** 
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Cui 710 Lbl1l414 ArsA Rylands Csjc 
Incipit Dublin Lincoln London Exeter York 
Nato nobis salvatore ** 
Nova venit genitura ** 
o Maria mater Christi ** 
o Maria mater pia ** 
o Maria stella maris ** 
Pangat melos grex ** 
Paranimphus salutat ** 
virginem 
Plebs fidelis ** 
Post partum virgo ** ** ** ** 
Preciose gloriose ** 
Prophetarum pre signata ** 
Quicumque vult ** 
Recolamus venerandem ** 
Regali stirpe procreata ** 
Regina celi flos carmeli ** 
Regina celi supplica ** 
Regina virginum ** 
Sacrosancta hodierne ** 
Salvatoris mater pia ** ** ** ** 
Salve celorum regina ** 
Salve gemma paradysi ** 
Salve mater celi porta ** ** 
Salve mater misericordie ** 
Salve mater magne prolis ** ** 
Salve mater salutata ** 
Salve mater salvatoris vas ** 
Salve porta perpetue ** 
Salve virgo maris stella ** 
Salve virgo regia ** 
Salve virgo sacra parens ** 
Salve virgo salutata ** 
Sancte dei genitrix ** 
Stabat iuxta Christi ** ** ** ** 
Stellam maris attendamus ** 
Tibi cordis in altari ** 
Verbi boni baculus ** 
Verbum bonum et suave ** ** ** ** 
Verbum patri eructavit ** 
Virens ave virgula ** 
Virginis in laude grex ** ** 
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Incipit 
Virginis Marie laudes 
Virgo gaude speciosa 
Virgo mater et filia 
Virgo parens gaudeat 
Total: 121 
Cul710 Lbl11414 Ar~ 














Notes: This list includes all items grouped together in CuI 710and Csjc, whether or not 
they have sequence-style text and music. Gaude clemens et benigna (Lbl 11414) = 
Clemens et benigna (ArsA, etc.); Jesse virga humidavit (ArsA, etc.) = Jesse radix 
habundavit (LbI11414) =Jesse virga humanavit (CuI 710); Virgo preclara maris stella 
(CuI 710) = Ave preclara maris stella 
Appendix III 
Texts Associated with Sequence, Offertory, 
Antiphon, Cantilena and Motet 
AH = Guido M. Dreves, Clemens Blume, and Henry M. Bannister, eds. Analecta 
Hymnica Medii Aevi. 55 vols. Leipzig: O. R. Reisland, et al., 1886-1922. 
Chev. = Cyr Ulisse Chevalier, ed. Repertorium hymnologicum. 6 vols. Louvain and 
Brussels: Lefever, etc., 1892-192l. 
Walther = Hans Walther, ed. Initia carminum ac versuum medii aevi posterioris 
La tinorum. 2nd ed. Gottingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1969. 
(1) AD ROSE TITULUM (Chev. 22426; AH 37:72 [no. 71]) is among the se-
quence incipits in the ordinal of St. Mary's, York (table 2 and Appendix II) and 
heads a list of Marian sequences in a fourteenth-century English Franciscan 
psalter, breviary and missal now at the Vatican (Rome, Biblioteca apostolicana 
vatican a, MS 4757, fol. 168). Three of its strophes are found set as a monophonic 
sequence in mensural notation in York, Minster Library, xvi. N.3, fol. 222v; for a 
facsimile, see Frank Ll. Harrison and Roger Wibberley, eds., Manuscripts of Four-
teenth-Century English Polyphony: A Selection of Facsimiles, Early English Church Mu-
sic, no. 26 (London: Stainer and Bell, 1981), pl. 214. This chant is the bottom 
voice of a cantilena in GB-Cgc 512 (PMFC XVII, no. 19) whose original rhythmic 
setting was in isochronous longs; the chant melody may well have originated 
here. See Peter M. Lefferts and Margaret Bent, "New Sources of English Thir-
teenth- and Fourteenth-Century Polyphony," Early Music History 2 (1982): 360-6l. 
(2) ANGELUS AD VIRGINEM (Chev. 1067; Walther 989; AH 8:49 [no. 51]) 
survives in several textual sources and has a Middle English contrafact; it is listed 
as a sequence in the ordinal of St. Mary's, York and elsewhere. In addition to the 
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monophonic song in various versions, there are a two-voice thirteenth-century 
discant setting (PMFC XVII, no. 17) and a three-voice fourteenth-century discant 
setting (PMFC XVII, no. 18). For recent discussions of this well-known song, see 
John Stevens, "Angelus ad virginem: The History of a Medieval Song," in Peter 
L. Heyworth, ed., Medieval Studies for J.A. W. Bennett (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1981), 297-328, and Eric Dobson and Frank L!. Harrison, eds., Medieval English 
Songs (London: Faber, 1979), no. 15. 
(3) ARBOR ADE VETERIS (Walther 1397) has not been reported in any En-
glish textual or chant source but it is found, in a monophonic setting, in Munich, 
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, clm 5023, fols. 153-55. It is set polyphonically in a 
musically unrelated two-voice cantilena (PMFC XVII, no. 35). 
(4) ASTRORUM ALTITUDINEM is a cantilena fragment closely related in text 
to the first two strophes of the duplum of the motet-like troped chant setting 
Astra transcendit-T.Alleluya assumpta est-Astrorum celsitudinem (GB-LIc 52, 2). See 
Lefferts, The Motet in England, 257. 
(5) BENEDICTA ES CELORUM REGINA (Chev. 2428; AH 54:396 [no. 252]) is 
a short three-double-versicle sequence. Although relatively widespread as a Marian 
sequence, Benedicta es does attract special attention; for one, it is cited as an 
antiphon text for the Salve service (Harrison, Music in Medieval Britain, 85 and 88), 
and it was sung by the nuns of Barking on Christmas eve (see note 31). It has a 
monophonic setting in Worcester, Cathedral Library, Additional 68, frag. xxix, 
fo!. b2 recto, amidst a series of monophonic and polyphonic sequences; there is 
a complete but unedited fourteenth-century setting in English discant with middle-
voice cantus firmus in long-breve rhythms (GB-BERc 55, 2); and there is an 
anonymous fifteenth-century setting tentatively ascribed to Power (Charles Hamm, 
Leonel Power: Complete Works, 1, The Motets, Corpus mensurabilis musicae, no. 50 
[(Rome): American Institute of Musicology, 1969], no. 15). There is a later 
setting by Josquin. 
(6) CELUM DEUS INCLINAVIT (Chev. 3601; AH 54:406 [no. 262]) is a short 
English sequence of three double versicles found in GB-Cu 710 and GB-Lbl 11414 
.(and in two much later Scandinavian prints; see Hesbert, Le tropaire-prosaire de 
Dublin, 30). It received a setting (probably in its entirety) as a cantilena with 
bottom-voice cantus firmus, of which all that survives is the entire last versicle, 
beginning Gaude virgo mater Christi (PMFC XVII, no. 16). Possibly the chant 
melody originated in this cantilena seltting. 
(7) DE SPINETO NATA ROSA (Chev. 25288; Walther 4163; AH 32:79 [no. 51]; 
AH 34: 134 [no. 171 b]) occurs in the Marian sequence series of GB-Lbl 11414. It 
has a two-voice discant setting in Worcester, Cathedral Library, Additional 68, 
frag. xxx (YW', 102) amidst similar early thirteenth-century polyphonic sequences, 
including Salve virgo sacra parens (YW', 103/4; see this Appendix, below), the frag-
ment ... ergo virgo tam beata (YW', 105) and Paranimphus salutat virginem (YW', 106). A 
musically unrelated, unedited, later fourteenth-century cantilena setting survives 
in two sources (GB-BERc 55, 3; GB-Cgc 230, 1). 
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(8) DULCIS JESU MEMORIA (Chev. 4907; Walther 4184) or JESU DULCIS 
MEMORIA (Chev. 9542; Walther 9837), a famous '~ubilus" of late twelfth-century 
English Cistercian origin, has a late twelfth-century monophonic insular setting 
in sequence style (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Laud misc. 668, fo!' 101-10Iv; see 
Edward Nicholson, Introduction to the Oldest Latin Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library, 
Early Bodleian Music, III (London: Novello, 1913), p!. LXVIII), and a selection 
of its stanzas is used as the text of a two-voice motet text in the thirteenth-
century English repertoire (l'W, 75). On this text, see Frederick Raby, A History of 
Christian-Latin Poetry from the Beginnings to the Close of the Middle Ages, 2nd ed., 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1953),329 and his bibliography on p. 485. 
(9) FLOS REGALIS VIRGINALIS is set in a thirteenth-century conductus-
rondellus (PMFC XIV, no. 28). Its text turns up in conjunction with some but 
not all of the text of a thirteenth-century English motet, Fons ortorum (l'W, 30; see 
Chev. 26729), in a lengthy devotional poem, Virgo gaude digna laude (Chev. 21790; 
AH 50:475) known to its editors in the Analecta Hymnica only from two sources in 
German libraries. 
(10) GAUDE VIRGO SALUTATA (Chev. 7029; AH 54:332 [no. 212]), a simple, 
songlike three-strophe prose in F-tonality, is one of the shortest of the sequences 
in the first alphabetical Marian series in the Dublin troper (GB-Cu 710, fols. 109v-
110). Its earliest known source is of the thirteenth century (GB-Occ 497, fo!. 7v) 
where it is entered as monophony amidst polyphony, and its text (but not melody) 
is used in the duplum of an unusual, late thirteenth-century troped-chant setting 
of the Marian Gloria trope Spiritus et alme (PMFC XIV, 73). Hesbert discusses it 
(Le tropaire-prosaire de Dublin, 31 and 90-91) without reference to these thirteenth-
century English sources, which tip the balance in favor of an English origin. On 
its style, characteristic of a number of others in GB-Cu 710, see Hiley, "Rhymed 
Sequence," 234. It is cited as an offertory in the ordinal of St. Mary's, York, and 
it is one of the sequences specified for use as a Marian antiphon at the evening 
devotion after Compline. 
(11) GENEROSI GERMINIS (Chev. 37647; Walther 7144; AH 49:337 [no. 674]) 
is one of two short proses, the other being 0 virgo pulcherrima (Chev. 31158; AH 
37:82 [no. 87]), that are found as offertories in a secular gradual of the York 
diocese (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Lat. lit. b.5, fo!' 79v). These two are also 
identified as offertories in another northern source, the Benedictine ordinal of 
St. Mary's, York (see table 2). However, in the context of their other sources, 
these "hybrids" might be better regarded as sequences. Generosi germinis, which has 
two short double versicles, is found in Cambridge, Gonville and Caius College, 
240/126 in a collection of sequences (fo!. 11), in London, British Library, Royal 
8.A.xix on a flyleaf (fo!. 1), and in London, British Library, Additional 37519 
with other "hybrids" including Preter rerum serem, Jesu fili virginis, and Salve mater 
misericordie (for all of which, see this Appendix). 0 virgo pulcherrima, which has 
three short double versicles, is also found in London, British Library, Royal 
7.A.vi, fo!' 112 between Ave gloriosa virginum (a Marian prose by Philip the Chan-
cellor) and a unique alliterative prose antiphon, Maria melliflua mirifica. (Ave 
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gloriosa virginum is also found at the end of the third series of Marian sequences 
in the Dublin troper and among the sequences in London, British Library, 
Harley 978; see Nicholas Sandon, "Mary, Meditations, Monks and Music: Poetry, 
Prose, Processions and Plagues in a Durham Cathedal Manuscript," Early Music 
10 [1982]: 47.) Archdale King has observed a similarity between these two York 
BVM proses and another, Flos carmeli, found as an addition to the reconstructed 
later fourteenth-century Carmelite missal from London, where it is used as a 
Magnificat antiphon, matins and vespers responsory, and prose after Post-Com-
munion (see his Liturgies of the Religious Orders [London: Longmans, Green, 1955], 
274-75). Generosi germinis has a fragmentary setting in English discant amidst the 
cantilenas of GB-Ob D.R.3 to which attention has recently been drawn by William 
J. Summers ("Unknown and Unidentified English Polyphonic Music from the 
Fourteenth Century," Research Chronicle 19 [1983-85]: 64-66). 
(12) GLORIA SANCTORUM DECUS (Chev. 7284; Walther 7242; AH 54:406 [no. 
261]) is a short, three double-versicle sequence of English origin, found in the 
third Marian sequence series of the Dublin troper, in Cambridge, Gonville and 
Caius College, 240/126, and elsewhere (Hesbert, Le tropaire-prosaire de Dublin, 33 
and 92-95). It has a musically unrelated setting by Dunstable (Manfred Bukofzer, 
John Dunstable: Complete Works, rev. ed. by Brian Trowell, Ian Bent, and Margaret 
Bent, Musica Britannica, no. 8 [London: Stainer and Bell, 1970], no. 43). 
(13) IN TE CONCIPITUR (Chev. 28134; Walther 9123; AH 20:140 [no. 182]; 
see also Chev. 38184 = AH 48:269 [no. 283]-a closely related poem by Alexander 
Neckam) has a monophonic setting in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Digby 2, fols. 
4v-5v and a musically unrelated, thirteenth-century three-voice free setting in 
GB-Ob 257 (PMFC XIV, App. 6). 
(14) INVIOLATA INTEGRA ET CASTA (Chev. 9093/9094; Walther 9556) re-
ceived a late thirteenth-century English troped-chant setting (tw", 42); the most 
recent editor of this piece, Ernest Sanders, has observed that Inviolata served as 
prose, offertory, sequence for mass, and votive antiphon (PMFC XIV:244, in the 
critical commentary to no. 68). On multiple functions for the Inviolata prose, see 
also Roesner, "The Origins of WI'" 372-73, and Hiley, "Rhymed Sequence," 235. 
There is a later setting by Josquin. 
(15) JESU FILl VIRGINIS (Chev. 28547), a sequence with two short double 
versicles and a final tag, is found only in GB-Cu 710 and London, British Library, 
Additional 37519, in both cases among unusual items in an appendix. In the 
polyphonic repertoire its first couplet (,Jesu fili virginis rex celestis agminis") 
labels the musically unrelated tenor of one fourteenth-century English motet 
(PMFC XV, no. 31 = GB-DRc 20, no. 3; see Lefferts, The Motet in England, 250-51) 
and is the incipit of the text of an upper voice of another (see Giuseppe Vecchi, 
"Celum Mercatur Hodie: mottetto in onore di Thomas Becket da un codice 
bolognese," Quadrivium 12/1 [1971]: 70). 
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(16) LAUS HONOR CHRISTO VENDITO is the texted tenor of an early four-
teenth-century English motet fragment, Laus honor vendito sit Christo (GB-Cpc 228, 
no. 3); see Lefferts, The, Motet in England, 245. Its tuneful melody and four-line 
text correspond to the music and first stanza of a four-stanza, hymnlike strophic 
setting, recently identified by Ernest Sanders, that has been added on the verso 
of the last leaf in the thirteenth-century Sarum Gradual Oxford, Bodleian Library, 
Rawl. lit. d.3 (fol. 111 v) in a hand similar in age to that of the main corpus of the 
manuscript. The first stanza is also known as the refrain (or perhaps better put, 
the hymn doxology) of a set of hymns for the Office hours of the Holy Cross 
attributed to St. Bonaventure (see AH 50:568 [no. 382]; this set of hymns, begin-
ning In passione Domini, is called there an Officium sanctae Crucis). Two of the 
other three Bodleian stanzas can also be found in these Bonaventure texts; 
whether Bonaventure knew the tune has not been determined. 
(17) MA TER ORA FILIUM is one of seven Marian proses, four monophonic-
Amator hominis amorque superum, Benedicta sit cella mundicie, Letabundus et iocundus, 
Beate virginis fecundat viscera-and three polyphonic-Mater ora filium, Virgo 
pudicicie, and Salve virgo tonantis-entered by the same hand in that order in Ox-
ford, Bodleian Library, Rawl. lit. d.3, fols. 68v-72v. This setting (PMFC XVII, no. 
4) is in English discant and is underlaid by a single double versicle of text. Its 
cantus firmus and first strophe have been discovered by Ernest Sanders as the 
final versicle of Maria virgo concipiens (Chev. 11143; AH 40:85 [no. 76]), a se-
quence found in the Dublin troper (GB-Cu 710, fol. 112-112v) and as a four-
teenth-century addition to the thirteenth-century antiphoner of Evroux (Hesbert, 
Le tropaire-prosaire de Dublin, 31); Walther also reports it on a front flyleaf of Lon-
don, British Library, Royal 8.A.xix. The sequence does not preserve the second 
strophe found in GB-Ob d.3. In the fifteenth century, the first strophe is set by 
Leonel Power (Power: Motets, no. 23) and there is an anonymous setting in the 
Selden manuscript (Andrew Hughes, Fifteenth-Century Liturgical Music, I, Anti-
phons and Music for Holy Week and Easter, Early English Church Music, no. 8 [Lon-
don: Stainer and Bell, 1968], no. 1). The first strophe is said as an antiphon as 
part of late medieval after-dinner Latin graces (Frederick J. Furnivall, ed., Early 
English Meals and .Manners [London: N. Triibner, 1868; repr., Detroit: Singing 
Tree Press, 1969], 367-68, 374 and 376); and the first strophe and plainsong 
appear as a processional Marian antiphon in printed Sarum processionals of the 
sixteenth century (see Pynson, Proc.Sar. [1502], 172 and Proc.Sar. [1555], fol. cxciii 
verso). 
(18) ORTUM FLORIS (Chev. 31387 and 39809; AH 20:51 [no. 20] and AH 
45b:23 [no. 8]) is a text of four strophes found as a thirteenth-century mono-
phonic, strophic devotional song (Cambridge, University Library, Hh.vi.ll, fols. 
69v-70), which has a musical concordance to a setting of a Proven~allyric. It was 
later used (at least in part) in an insular motet, Radix Jesse (GB-Ccc 65, 3); see 
Lefferts, The Motet in England, 236-37 and the referencestited there. 
(19) PRETER RERUM SERIEM (AH 20:73 [no. 53]; AH 34:12 [no. 4]; AH 49: 
332 [no. 659]), which is labeled in the Analecta hymnica as a conductus or offer-
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tory in its three double-versicle form and as a sequence when it has three addi-
tional double versicles, appears monophonically with three other "hybrids" in 
London, British Library, Additional 37519. It is set polyphonically among the 
offertories in Wi> and there is a much later setting by Josquin. 
(20) SALVE MATERMISERlCORDIE (Chev. 18033) appears as a short sequence 
of two double versicles and a final single line in the third Marian sequence series 
of GB-Cu 710 and in London, British Library, Additional 37519. With slightly 
varied text and music, it probably originated as the texted bottom voice of a 
thirteenth-century English conductus-rondellus (PMFC XIV, no. 33); see the 
remarks by Sanders in his critical report on this piece and see also his comments 
in the introduction to PMFC XVII: ix. 
(21) SALVE MATER SALVATORlS (Chev. 18045; AH 10:113 [no. 151)) has a 
two-voice setting of eight double-versicles in GB-Ob 343, 1 (PMFC XIV, no. 6). 
Double versicles 1, 7, and half of 8 appear as double versicles 1, 3, and half of 4 
in a musically unrelated, four double-versicle Sanctus trope in F-Pa 135 (ArsA). 
Double versicles 1, 6, 8 are set as stanzas two through four of an acephalic 
fragment in Old Hall, ... et propicia (Andrew Hughes and Margaret Bent, eds., The 
Old Hall Manuscript, 3 vols. in 4, Corpus mensurabilis musica, no. 46 [(Rome): 
American Institute of Musicology, 1969-73], no. 45) and serve later as the text 
of a setting attributed to both Dunstable and Power (John Dunstable: Complete Works, 
no. 62; Power: Motets, no. 17). A number of sequences with the same incipit, in 
particular one by Adam of St. Victor, are otherwise unrelated. 
(22) SALVE VIRGO SACRA PARENS (Chev. 18296; AH 8:67 [no. 77]), a se-
quence whose plainsong is only known from AnA, has a fragmentary two-voice 
discant setting in Worcester, Cathedral Library, Additional 68, frag. xxx, fol. a2-
a2v (comprising VVF, 103 and VVF, 104; the assignment of two VVF numbers is an 
error by Dittmer). Its second textual double versicle, beginning Salve porta paradisi, 
is set in its entirety by Damett in a musically unrelated piece from the second 
layer of Old Hall (The Old Hall Manuscript, no. 54). 
(23) SALVE VIRGO SINGULARlS (Chev. 18304; AH 39:48 [no. 41b]) is an iso-
lated early thirteenth-century monophonic sequence (London, British Library, 
Cotto Tit. A.XXI, fol. 91) whose text is later re-used in a musically unrelated 
cantilena (PMFC XVII, no. 40). 
(24) VIRGO VJ<,'RNANS VELUD ROSA (Chev. 21908; AH 8:173 [no. 226]) as a 
sequence for St. Margaret was known to the editors of the Analecta only from a 
printed Schleswig missal of 1486; however, a polyphonic cantilena setting of the 
Margaret text (GB-Cgc 230, no. 2) is discussed and edited by Bent in Lefferts and 
Bent, "New Sources," 300-306. A sequence with this incipit but a different con-
tinuation for St. Winifred is found in the printed Sarum missal (Miss.Sar., col. 960; 
see Chev. 21907 = AH 40:317 [no. 371]). 
